
Protecting the Truth: 
Combatting Misinformation about Human Trafficking in the time of QAnon

The human trafficking movement doesn’t need solacious, sensationalized and false 
information about child trafficking. This type of information harms victim services, identification and organizations 
working to end human trafficking. #SaveTheChildren and #SaveOurChildren have been hijacked by people looking to 

politically capitalize on the issue using false information and skewed/incorrect arguments.

FALSE TRUTH
Child sexual abuse occurs across 

socio-economic, political, gender 
and racial lines. The perpetrators 
often operate in plain sight and 

have a relationship with the child.

Pedophile codes: Pedophiles and buyers of 
children don’t use “codes” to 

select/purchase children, typically. This 
information will have people looking at 

the wrong things.

FALSE

According to the FBI, in 2019 there 
were 421,394 National Crime Infor-
mation Center entries for missing 
children (Note: This is all missing 
children, not just kidnapped chil-
dren). In 2019, NCMEC assisted law 

enforcement and families with more 
than 29,000 cases of missing chil-

dren. Less than 1 percent were 
nonfamily abductions. Ninety-one 

percent were endangered runaways. 
Of the nearly 26,300 runaways 

reported to NCMEC in 2019, 1 in 6 
were likely victims of child sex 

trafficking.

TRUTH
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FALSE
The conspiracy theory that Wayfair, an 

online furniture company is selling 
missing children through overpriced items  

is completely false.

TRUTH
This conspiracy began through a 

REDDIT user speculating at why the 
cabinets on Wayfair are overpriced. 
There is no basis in fact about this 

claim, and each point of the 
conspiracy has been debunked. Not 

only debunked by anti-human 
trafficking organizations, but 
debunked by the  “missing” 

children named in the conspiracy. 
They are, in fact, not missing.

False Equivalency: Dangerous and Misleading

FALSE These are two seperate issues, and it 
is within our capacity as people to 
care deeply about both, especially 

for the safety of all. This is only one 
example of a false equivalency. We 

are finding more of these false 
comparisons to human trafficking 

based around highly politicized 
issues.

TRUTH
False equivalence is a logical fallacy in which an equivalence is 

drawn between two subjects based on  false reasoning. A 
colloquial expression of false equivalency is "comparing apples 

and oranges". 
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